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Overview

➢ Due to the growing importance of renewable energy, there are numerous federal, state 

and local incentives available with respect to renewable energy projects

➢ Certain of these incentives are granted through the tax code, and, until recently, could be 

utilized by owners and investors in these projects only to the extent they have tax capacity

• Many developers of renewable energy projects do not have such tax capacity and therefore seek to 

monetize the tax benefits through equity investments by investors that do have tax capacity

• Those investors include banks, insurance companies and other commercial enterprises that have 

invested equity in renewable energy projects with the potential to achieve attractive after-tax returns 

and, at the same time, garner accolades for “going green”

➢ The Inflation Reduction Act of 2002 (IRA), signed into law by President Biden on August 

16, 2022, made substantial changes to many tax code provisions related to renewable 

energy in an effort to incentivize and accelerate the adoption and expansion of renewable 

and alternative energy sources
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Tax Incentives Overview1
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Depreciation

•Accelerated Depreciation.  Taxpayers are generally allowed to claim accelerated depreciation 
deductions over a 5-year recovery period with respect to the adjusted tax basis for certain 
renewable energy property

➢ Thus, assuming half-year convention applies:  Year 1 = 20%; Year 2 = 32%; Year 3 = 

19.2%; Year 4 = 11.52%; Year 5 = 11.52%; and Year 6 = 5.76%

•Bonus Depreciation. Taxpayers are generally allowed to claim a one-time depreciation 

deduction equal to a percentage of the adjusted tax basis of certain renewable energy 

property placed in service before 2027

➢ 100% if placed in service before 2023, 80% if placed in service before 2024, 60% if placed 

in service before 2025, 40% if placed in service before 2026, 20% if placed in service 

before 2027 

•Capitalization of Depreciation. Electricity is a “good” subject to the capitalization rules

➢ Depreciation is included in the cost of goods sold and, thus, cannot be specially allocated 

through a partnership
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Section 45 PTC: Overview 

➢ Taxpayers are permitted to claim IRC Section 45 production tax credits (PTCs) for the 10-
year period beginning on the date a qualified project is placed in service equal to a 
specified amount (inflation adjusted annually) per kilowatt-hour of electricity generated by 
the project and sold to an unrelated person

➢ Projects placed in service before 2022 are still subject to pre-IRA law

• Current PTC phaseout schedule for wind projects continues to apply:

• No PTC available for solar projects

• No two-tiered credit structure, prevailing wage and apprenticeship (PWA) requirements, etc.

➢ Election for investment tax credit (ITC) in lieu of PTC (extended under IRA to projects 
beginning construction before 2025)

Before 2022

Before 2022

Before 2022

Before 2022
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Section 45 PTC: Changes Under the IRA

➢ Extends PTC to projects beginning construction before 2025 (under pre-IRA law, PTC was 
unavailable for projects beginning construction after 2021) 

➢ Wind projects placed in service after 2021 are no longer subject to PTC phaseout (i.e., 
projects currently under construction may receive the full PTC, subject to two-tier credit 
structure discussed below)

➢ Reinstated PTC for solar projects placed in service after 2021 that begin construction before 
2025

➢ Two-tiered credit structure

• Base rate = 0.52 cents/kWh for 2022 (subject to inflation adjustment) (i.e., 20% of the full credit 
amount)

• Bonus rate = 2.6 cents/kWh for 2022 (subject to inflation adjustment)

• To obtain the full credit, taxpayer generally needs to meet prevailing wage and apprenticeship 
requirements (PWA) discussed on the following slide

➢ Projects can also qualify for a 10% increase to the “base” and “bonus” credits if certain 
domestic content requirements are satisfied, or for qualified facilities located in “energy 
communities” 

• Domestic content: generally, specified percentage (40%, for projects (other than offshore wind) 
claiming Section 45 PTCs or Section 48 ITC) of the total cost of the components is attributable to 
components that are mined, produced, or manufactured in the U.S.

• Energy communities: brownfield sites, communities that have historically had high employment related 
to fossil fuels, census tract (or directly adjoining) with closed coal mines or retired coal fired plants

• Only apply to facilities placed in service after 2022
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Section 48 ITC

➢ Taxpayers are permitted to claim an ITC equal to the applicable percentage of the adjusted tax 
basis of eligible property for energy projects 

➢ Projects placed in service before 2022 are still subject to pre-IRA law

• For projects that began construction after 2019 and were placed in service prior to 2022, the ITC credit 

amount is generally 26%

• Additional phaseout was applicable to projects placed in service in 2022 and 2023

➢ Changes under the IRA

• Extends ITC to projects beginning construction before 2025

• Projects that begin construction prior to 2025 (2035 in the case of geothermal property) and are placed in 

service after 2021 are eligible for the full 30% ITC (i.e., no longer be subject to the phaseout that would 

have applied under pre-IRA law)

• Like Section 45 PTC, subject to two-tiered credit structure with bonuses for projects meeting domestic 

content requirements or located in an applicable energy community

» 6% “base” rate and 30% “bonus” rate for most types of energy property (qualified fuel cell, solar energy 

used to produce electricity, qualified small wind energy property, etc.)

» PWA requirements must be met to be eligible for bonus rate (with similar exceptions to Section 45 PTC)

• New technologies added to the list of “energy property” eligible for the ITC, including stand-alone energy 

storage, biogas, microgrid controllers and dynamic gas

» Only effective for property placed in service after 2022
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Additional IRA Provisions for PTCs and ITC

➢ Prevailing wage and apprenticeship requirements

• All laborers and mechanics (including those employed by contractors and subcontractors) must be paid 
prevailing wages in the locality where project is located

» Applicable for Section 45 PTC (during construction and for repairs and alternations during PTC period) 
and Section 48 ITC (during construction and for repairs and alternations during recapture period)

• Separately, qualified apprentices must perform an applicable percentage (10% for projects beginning 
construction before 2023) of total labor hours for project construction (subject to certain exceptions)

• Deemed satisfied for (i) projects that begin construction prior to the date that is 60 days after the IRS 
publishes the relevant guidance and (ii) facilities with a maximum net output of less than 1 megawatt

• Opportunity to cure failures with make-whole payments (plus interest) to employees and penalty to 
Treasury

➢ Credit carryback period

• One-year carryback period under prior law is extended to three years for certain credits

➢ Limited reduction of both PTC and ITC where tax-exempt bonds are used to provide financing 
for the qualified facilities

• Only applies to facilities placed in service after 2022

➢ Incremental credit amounts available for ITC projects located in “low-income communities”

• Incremental credits for qualifying wind and solar projects claiming the Section 48 ITC that are (i) located in 
low-income communities or on American Indian land (10%) or (ii) are part of a qualified low-income 
residential building (20%).
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New Credit Monetization Options under the IRA

➢ Direct pay (a/k/a refundable credits)

• Available for tax years beginning after 2022 and before 2033

• Generally available to a limited subset of taxpayers (e.g., tax exempts and government entities)

» Exception for credits under Sections 45Q, 45V and 45X– but only available for 1st 5 years after project 

is placed in service

• Applies separately for each facility, and election must be made in the 1st year facility is placed in service

» For projects held by a partnership, election must be made by the partnership and partnership (rather 

than partners) receives the direct payment

• Direct payments are reduced for facilities (other than those with a maximum net output < 1 megawatt) that 

do not meet domestic content requirements (i) no reduction for facilities that begin construction before 

2024, (ii) 10% reduction for facilities that begin construction in 2024, (iii) 15% reduction for facilities that 

begin construction in 2025 and (iv) 100% reduction for facilities that begin construction after 2025

➢ Third party sales (a/k/a transferability) 

• Taxpayers (other than, generally, tax exempts and government entities) may transfer all or a portion of 

their credits to an unrelated party for cash

• Election made no later than the due date (including extensions) for the tax return for the relevant tax year 

and, once made, is irrevocable

• Cash payment is not included in income of transferor and is not deductible to transferee

• Credits may not be transferred more than once (i.e., transferee can’t make a subsequent election to further 

transfer any portion of the transferred credit)

• If project is held by a partnership, only partnership itself (not partners) can elect to transfer credits
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Other Noteworthy IRA Changes

➢ New “technology neutral” credits (under Section 45Y and Section 48E) effectively replace PTC 

and ITC for projects placed in service after 2024

• Section 45Y (clean electricity production) effectively replaces PTC and Section 48E (clean electricity 

investment) effectively replaces ITC

• Qualified facilities must be used to generate electricity and have a zero greenhouse gas emissions rate

» Amount of greenhouse gases emitted doesn’t include qualified CO2 captured and (i) disposed of by the 

taxpayer in secure geological storage or (ii) “utilized” by the taxpayer under Section 45Q(f)

• No double benefit (qualified facility does not include any facility for which a credit under Sections 45, 45J, 

45Q, 45U, 48, 48A, or 48E is allowed for the tax year or any prior tax year) – similar to other credits 

➢ Section 45Q (carbon capture use and sequestration)

• Beginning of construction deadline extended to before 2033 (previously before 2026)

• Higher credit amounts, and lower annual carbon capture requirements

➢ Other new production tax credits

• Section 45V (clean hydrogen PTC)

• Section 45U (zero-emission nuclear power PTC)

• Section 45X (advanced manufacturing PTC)

• Section 45Z (clean fuel PTC)
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Certain Eligibility 

Requirements
2
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Beginning of Construction Requirement

➢ PTCs or an ITC is available only for projects that begin construction before the specified 

deadline

➢ May demonstrate that construction has begun in one of two ways

• Subjective test:  Begin physical work of a significant nature; or

• Objective test:  Meet a 5% safe harbor (or 3% safe harbor)

➢ Changing methods:

• Cannot start construction twice (e.g., physical work of significant nature performed in year 1, and in 

year 2 taxpayer incurs 5% or more of total project costs)

➢ On-site & off-site work may be taken into account

• For example, off-site manufacture of components to be assembled on-site

• Reasonable methods must be used to associate components with particular facilities

➢ Work performed by other persons under a written binding contract is considered

➢ Transfers of a project after construction began and before project is placed in service

• Transfers between related parties are permitted (transferee gets credit for work performed or costs 

incurred by transferor)

» Relatedness requires more than 20% ownership 

• Transfers between unrelated parties are permitted if property transferred consists of more than just 

tangible personal property (or rights to acquire tangible personal property)
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Beginning of Construction Requirement: 

Physical Work Test

➢ More and more sponsors are relying on the subjective Physical Work Test

➢ Construction of energy property begins when physical work “of a significant nature” begins

• Test focuses on the nature of the work performed, not the amount or the cost

• If work is significant in nature, there is no fixed minimum amount of work or monetary percentage or 

threshold

➢ Excludes preliminary activities such as planning/designing, securing financing, clearing a 

site, etc. (even if the cost of those activities is properly included in the depreciable basis of 

the property)

➢ Excludes work to produce components that are either existing in inventory or are normally 

held in inventory by a vendor

➢ With respect to property manufactured, constructed or produced pursuant to a written 

binding contract, only work performed after the contract is entered into counts

➢ Continuous program of construction required

» Taxpayer must make continuous progress towards completion (with continuing physical work of a 

significant nature) once construction has begun – facts and circumstances determination

» Disruptions for reasons beyond the taxpayer’s control are permitted

» Deemed satisfied if project is placed in service before a specified date
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Beginning of Construction Requirement: 

Five Percent Safe Harbor

➢ Incurred 5% or more of the total cost of the qualifying property

➢ For accrual method taxpayers, costs are generally “incurred” when the taxpayer’s liability 
is:

• Fixed;

» Earlier of when the payment is due or the required performance has occurred

• Determinable with reasonable accuracy; and

» Calculation of the liability is known or knowable

• Economic performance has occurred

» Goods or services provided; or

» Goods or services may be treated as provided when applicant pays for them, if reasonable 
expectation they will be provided within 3½ months of payment

➢ All costs included in the eligible basis of the qualifying property (and only such costs) are 
taken into account

➢ With respect to costs incurred by other persons under a written binding contract, only 
costs incurred by such other person are taken into account (i.e., their mark up or profit 
component is not included)

➢ Continuous efforts to advance towards completion required

• Disruptions for reasons beyond the taxpayer’s control are permitted

• Deemed satisfied if project is placed in service by a specified date
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Placed in Service

➢ Standards established in regulations, administrative guidance and case law

➢ Generally means ready and available for a specifically assigned function

➢ Five factor test for electric generating assets:

• necessary permits and licenses obtained;

• critical testing completed;

• control of the facility;

• synchronization with the transmission grid; and

• daily or regular operations begun

➢ In the case of a new business, must also actually put the equipment to use in a trade or 
business
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Recapture Rules

➢ Only applies to ITC (not PTCs)

➢ Recapture period is the 5 years following the placed in service date

➢ Recapture amount is a percentage of the ITC

• 100% on or prior to the 1st anniversary

• 80% on or prior to the 2nd anniversary and after the 1st anniversary

• 60% on or prior to the 3rd anniversary and after the 2nd anniversary

• 40% on or prior to the 4th anniversary and after the 3rd anniversary

• 20% on or prior to the 5th anniversary and after the 4th anniversary

➢ Recapture occurs if property is sold or otherwise disposed of within the recapture period

➢ Recapture occurs if any interest in any pass-through entity that directly or indirectly (other 
than through a taxable corporation) owns an interest in the eligible property is disposed of 
within the recapture period

➢ Recapture occurs if, within the recapture period, the property ceases to qualify as eligible 
property

• Property will not cease to qualify as eligible property if the property’s production of energy 
temporarily ceases and, at that time, the owner intends to resume production

• Permanent cessation of energy production, however, will result in recapture
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Other Common Eligibility Issues

➢ Power purchase agreements

• Section 7701(e) may, depending on the particular facts, recharacterize a service contract (e.g., a 

PPA) as a lease of the underlying property for tax purposes, jeopardizing credits otherwise available 

for a project. 

➢ Economic substance doctrine 

• Longstanding U.S. tax law doctrine (codified in 2010 IRC 7701(o)) under which the tax benefits of a 

transaction may be denied if a transaction lacks economic substance

• Test requires that both (1) the taxpayer has a substantial non-tax purpose for entering into the 

transaction and (2) the transaction results in a meaningful change to the taxpayer’s economic 

position (other than a purported reduction in U.S. federal income tax liability)

• Applicable guidance and case law in the tax credit space generally provides that a transaction does 

not lack economic substance merely because the investor expected to realize a profit only after 

taking into account the credits

• Strict liability penalty of 20% imposed (increased to 40% if the relevant facts affecting the tax 

treatment are not adequately disclosed on the tax return)

➢ Substance-over-form doctrine

• Investors in partnerships transactions that are not “bona fide partners” with meaningful upside 

potential and/or downside risk indicative of a true equity interest may be denied tax benefits of their 

investment (including credits), even if the transaction has economic substance 

• See e.g., the Third Circuit’s decision in Historic Boardwalk Hall, LLC v. Comm’r (2012) 
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Tax Equity Structures3
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Overview

➢ Federal incentives can amount to a significant portion of the capital costs of renewable 

energy projects

➢ Many project developers either –

• Do not have the federal tax base to efficiently absorb the tax benefits, or 

• Need to monetize the value of the tax benefits to finance the cost of developing the facility

➢ Thus, developers may seek to efficiently monetize the tax benefits and obtain capital at 

favorable equity rates 

➢ The most common transaction structures are the partnership flip structure, the sale-

leaseback structure, and the lease pass-through structure

• Each can generally be accomplished on an unleveraged or leveraged basis

• If debt financing is involved:

» the investor may seek a higher investment return, due to additional debt-related risks; and

» such risks may require a three-party negotiation (among the developer, the investor and the 

lender)

➢ By providing for “direct pay” and the sale to third parties for cash for certain energy tax 

credits, and extending the carry back period for certain credits to three years, the Inflation 

Reduction Act of 2022 (IRA) may also impact the use of these tax equity structures 
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Tax:

Pre/Post

99%/5%

Tax:

Pre/Post

1%/95%

Partnership Flip Structure – Overview

➢ Pre-Flip Period

• Developer receives 50-90% of cash distributions* and 1% 

of tax allocations

• Investor receives 10-50% of cash distributions* and 99% 

tax allocations

➢ Post-Flip Period

• Developer receives 95% of cash distributions and tax 

allocations

• Investor receives 5% of cash distributions and tax 

allocations

➢ Flip occurs when investor achieves a specified after-

tax IRR

• A time-based flip is also possible

➢ Developer has option to purchase investor’s interest 

post-flip at fair market value

Investor Developer

Project

Company

* Cash distribution percentages vary widely in 

transactions; these are for illustrative 

purposes only

Cash:

Pre/Post

10-50%/5%

Cash:

Pre/Post

50-90%/95%
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Partnership Flip Structure – Considerations

➢ Advantages

• Widely used and accepted structure

• Established administrative guidance regarding structure in context of wind projects (Rev. Proc. 2007-

65)

• Developer’s repurchase option is less costly because investor’s residual interest is only 5%

• Available for the PTC or ITC

➢ Disadvantages

• In case of ITC, investor must be in partnership before placed in service date 

• May require a greater up-front capital investment by developer than leasing structures

• May result in uneven cash flows for developer and investor over time

• If project performance exceeds expectations, flip is accelerated resulting in a majority of the 

remaining tax benefits being allocated to developer (some ability to manage this issue with additional 

contingent payments)

• Complex partnership tax rules and financial accounting
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Partnership Flip Structure – Allocations

➢ Tax credits do not affect capital accounts and thus cannot have economic effect

➢ PTCs are allocated in the same proportion as “receipts” from the sales of electricity which 

gave rise to the PTCs

• Therefore, PTCs follow the allocation of gross income for the sale of electricity

➢ ITC is allocated in the same proportion as the partners divide general profits of the 

partnership, regardless of whether the partnership has a profit or loss for the taxable year

• Therefore, ITC generally follows the allocation of bottom line taxable income

➢ Recall: depreciation is included in the cost of goods sold and, thus, cannot be specially 

allocated
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Sale-Leaseback Structure

➢ Project is sold by developer to investor and then leased back to developer

• Developer delivers power to offtaker via a power purchase agreement (“PPA”)

➢ Investor as owner/lessor claims:

• ITC; and

• tax depreciation

➢ Developer as lessee retains option to purchase the project at the end of the lease term at 
fair market value

Investor

(lessor)

Developer

(lessee)
Offtaker

sale/purchase price

lease/rental payments

PPA/energy payments
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Sale-Leaseback Structure – Considerations

➢ Advantages

• Structure can be implemented up to 3 months after placed in service date

• Can provide up to 100% financing to developer

• Developer retains upside if project performance exceeds expectations because rent payments are 
fixed

• May require fewer regulatory approvals for an investor that is a bank as compared to the partnership 
flip structure

➢ Disadvantages

• Developer’s purchase option is more expensive because investor owns the entire project at the end 
of the lease and residual value must be at least 20% of original value

• Not available with respect to projects claiming PTCs (except for certain biomass projects)

• Financial accounting subject to change

➢ Key Consideration

• Structure must satisfy requirements to be respected as a true lease for U.S. federal tax purposes

» IRS leveraged lease guidelines 

» Case law
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Pass-through Lease Structure

➢ Project is leased by developer to investor and developer makes election to allow lessee to 
claim the ITC

• Lease may be prepaid or monetized by financing lease stream

• Developer operates the project on behalf of investor pursuant to an operation & maintenance 
agreement (“O&M”)

• Investor delivers power to offtaker via PPA

➢ Developer as owner/lessor claims tax depreciation

➢ Investor as lessee claims tax deductions for rental payments in lieu of tax depreciation

➢ Developer as lessor receives rental payments from the investor (as lessee) and shelters 
taxes on the rental income through losses generated by the  depreciation

➢ Project automatically reverts to developer at the end of the lease term

Offtaker
Investor

(lessee)

Developer

(lessor)
PPA/energy payments

lease/rental payments

O&M/O&M payments
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Pass-through Lease Structure – Considerations

➢ Advantages

• Investor has no residual interest

• Allows for bifurcation of depreciation from ITC

• Developer may be able to retain some upside if project performance exceeds expectations through 
bonus payments under O&M

• May require fewer regulatory approvals for an investor that is a bank as compared to the partnership 
flip structure

➢ Disadvantages

• Not available with respect to projects claiming PTCs (except for certain biomass projects)

• Investor recognizes income over 5 years in an amount equal to 50% of the ITC

➢ Key Consideration

• Structure must satisfy requirements to be respected as a true lease for U.S. federal tax purposes

» IRS leveraged lease guidelines 

» Case law
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Other Recent 

Developments
4
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Post-Flip Residual Sharing

➢ Some developers and investors have considered altering the traditional 95/5 post-flip 

sharing of tax equity partnership cash as a means of fine-tuning deal pricing in the post-

tax reform market

➢ The 95/5 standard stems from the 2007 wind safe harbor, and has been generally adopted 

for renewable energy partnership flip deals

• Rev. Proc. 2007-65 provides that each investor must have a minimum interest in each material item 

of income and gain equal to 5% of such investor's percentage interest in partnership income and 

gain for tax year in which investor's share of income and gain will be largest

➢ Deal-by-deal analysis is required to determine whether disproportionate sharing of cash 

and tax items post-flip could impact an investor’s pre-flip interest in credits and other tax 

items
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